Part I: Short Answer Questions

1. Would a dog or a cat be considered wildlife? Why or why not?

2. What are three adaptations that help turtles survive in the wild?

3. What are the four types of teeth that can be found in an animal skull? Name the function of each tooth type as well.

4. What left the track David found in the beginning of the video? Was it a giant rabbit?
Part II: Help the Mama Bear find her Cub!
Answer Key

Part I: Short Answer

1. Would a dog or a cat be considered wildlife? Why or why not?
   A dog or a cat would not be considered wildlife because they are domesticated animals.

2. What are three adaptations that help turtles like Terry survive in the wild?
   A protective shell, a beak to tear up food, and claws to dig for food and walk across land. Omnivory can also be considered a behavioral adaptation.

3. What are the four types of teeth that can be found in an animal skull? Name the function of each tooth type as well.
   Incisors (biting and tearing plants), canines (tearing and shearing meat), premolars and molars (both used to grind plant matter).

4. What left the track David found in the beginning of the video? Was it a giant rabbit?
   David did not find a giant rabbit track at the start of the video; it appears instead to be a deer track.
Part II: Help the Mama Bear find her Cub!